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Silvia Maciunas started the panel by introducing the main issues for debate: Canada is 
largely presumed to be a leader in the area of international environmental law. 
Unsurprisingly, while Canada has concluded many bilateral and multilateral agreements 
regarding environmental issues, it has not always kept its promises regarding its 
environmental duties.  

Professor Jutta Brunnée continued with a detailed report of the historical development of 
international environmental law. The driving force underlying this development is the 
transnational impact of most environmental problems. The Stockholm Conference in 1972 
can be seen as the starting point of modern international environmental law. At that time 
Canada was very committed to the development of international environmental standards 
and subsequently hosted a conference on climate change in Toronto in 1988. This 
conference was an important step towards the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 
1992. The Earth Summit can be seen as the high point of the early Canadian involvement 
environmental law. When Canada agreed to the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change in 1997, it took on a wide range of obligations, 
but ultimately acted in breach of these duties. In contrast, the United States openly withdrew 
its signature to the Paris Agreement, which is arguably less damaging to the integrity of the 
treaty and thus preferable to noncompliance. Nonetheless climate change is pressing issue. 
At the time the Paris Agreement was negotiated, Canada returned to its former position as 
an advocate for environmental protection.  

Anne Daniel continued the discourse by discussing the diplomatic process leading up to the 
adoption of the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants in 2001. Persistent 
organic pollutants (POPs) are long-range toxic substances that accumulate in the 
environment, especially in the Arctic. To date, not all countries have committed to prohibiting 
these substances, which is problematic considering the global impact of the substances. 
However, the Canadian government was involved in this process from the very beginning. 
Organic chlorides were accumulating in the Arctic, and as a result were absorbed by 
Indigenous people living there. The chlorides found in the Arctic were emitted by several 
countries around the world. It was Canada’s political agenda to create an international 
consensus on the issue. At the beginning, regional agreements were a first step towards 
limiting the impact of POPs. It took several more years to finalize the Stockholm Convention 
as a global treaty.  

Richard Ballhorn continued with insights into the international debate regarding genetically 
modified organisms (GMOs). GMOs first hit the market in the mid-1990s. Almost 
instantaneously, environmental concerns were raised. Even today, Canada is one of the few 



countries that have up-to date experiences with GMOs, because most countries restricted 
the use GMOs before reliable data could be collected. The result is a lack of international 
research opportunities, and interest groups that oppose genetic modification operate with 
largely unverified concepts. This discrepancy has an adverse impact on the negotiation of 
international agreements about GMOs. In the past, delegations of most countries were led by 
environmentalists, while trade or farming experts were sometimes not even present. 
Between 1996 and 2000 the “Miami group”, chaired by Canada, tried to create international 
support for the production of and trade in GMOs; this group was, however, unsuccessful in 
many respects. Because of the lack of information about the actual impact of GMOs, the 
international restrictions imposed may have been negotiated prematurely. 

Dean Sherratt discussed the diverse interests that influence the governance of waters 
shared between Canada and the United States. Today, the use of these shared waters is 
regulated by the International Joint Commission (IJC). Several contradictory principles 
regarding the use of shared waters have been brought forward by the United States or 
Canada in the negotiation over boundary waters. However neither state has developed a 
unified concept; instead in each negotiation both sides resort to the most beneficial principle 
for their cause. One approach is that of absolute territorial sovereignty. In this situation, each 
state has jurisdiction over the water on its own territory. This approach greatly benefits the 
state that is situated upstream of the water resource. The opposing principle is that of 
absolute territorial integrity, which provides that a water resource must reach all territories 
intact and unimpaired. This approach greatly benefits the states situated downstream of the 
water resource. Another even more controversial concept is that of prior appropriation, which 
provides that the state that used a water resource first has the right to continue to do so. 
Sometimes the conflicting interests are not between the two countries but within. As a result, 
Canada may support the interests of one state that is in an internal dispute with another state 
within the United States over a shared water source. Furthermore, Indigenous people may 
have additional interests that are not addressed by either country. Often the best solution is 
one in which the dispute has no clear winners.  
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